
MedSuite™

Anesthesia Billing Software from abeo 

See how MedSuite can improve your anesthesia billing. Visit 

abeo.com/medsuite or contact us at 888.281.6187.

ABEO KNOWS ANESTHESIA BILLING.
Let us share our experience, strategies and solutions with you.

When you are looking for anesthesia billing software, look also at the company behind it. There is just no 

substitute for expertise, deep roots and strategic partnership. 

For years, abeo has earned the trust of top anesthesia practices nationwide by delivering uniquely powerful 

coding and billing solutions like MedSuite. With abeo, practices are assured:

These are just some of the reasons why MedSuite, abeo’s cloud-based billing software, is the most widely 
used anesthesia billing solution in the nation. Bring the power of abeo and MedSuite to your practice.

A single-minded focus. 
abeo understands the many nuances and complexities of 
anesthesia billing. It’s not just one specialty we focus on. It is the 
only one. MedSuite was built as an anesthesia billing platform from 
the ground up.

A strategic partner. 
There is no other way to say it: We will be there when you need us. 

abeo is a national company with a local presence and deep roots in 

the billing industry. We understand your coding and billing 

challenges because we live them ourselves every day. We use that 

perceptive vision to help anesthesia practices grow, evolve and 

succeed.

Practical, real-life technology solutions. 
The software we sell is the software we use. Because we need the 

same billing functionalities and efficiencies you need, we bake them 

into our solutions.



Experience the Benefits of MedSuite™

Anesthesia Billing Software from abeo 

See how MedSuite can improve your anesthesia billing. Visit 

abeo.com/medsuite or contact us at 888.281.6187.

Generic tools simply do not work when you’re up against the complexities of anesthesia billing. That’s 
why abeo continually works to add depth and power to MedSuite’s cloud-based platform. 

Features include:

Faster response times. MedSuite is not a traditional browser-based application. Instead, its rich 
application architecture (RIA) enables a robust desktop-like interface. It lets you move quickly and 
easily from field to field, and function to function.

Document imaging/workflow integration. MedSuite offers the only fully integrated workflow 
management and document imaging solution available. That means coding annotations can be 
deployed straight to the charge entry function. EOBs can be separated by case or encounter for 
easier filing of secondary claims. 

Surgery schedule reconciliation. MedSuite is the only solution that lets you cross reference the 
surgery schedule against your billing. That way you can be certain you bill and collect for every 
case. 

Clearinghouse integration. Billers can work seamlessly from a single system, with automated 
claims, electronic remittance posting and eligibility processing. For example: ERAs can be 
automatically input overnight, with easily accessible adjudication messages down to case or line 
item levels.

Anesthesia-specific reporting. MedSuite’s underlying database was designed from the ground up 
with anesthesia in mind. As a result, clear views into valuable metrics are available through robust, 
flexible reporting that provide clear indicators of the financial health of your practice. 

Security. Because it handles more anesthesia claims than any other software, no in-house system 
can match the security levels built into the MedSuite environment. Plus, as a cloud-based solution, 
abeo manages all software backups, upgrades and other security functions for you — delivering 
peace of mind without the hassle.

abeo’s MedSuite software is used in more anesthesia practice settings nationwide than any other 
anesthesia billing application available. Discover the difference abeo’s billing software and expertise 
can make for your practice. 


